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Colad Turbomix™ Paddles XL
Dimensions: 30 x 3 cm, suitable for mixing cups of 1400, 2300 or 6000 ml. 200 pieces in a dispenser box. The Colad 
Turbomix™ paddles are designed in a S-Shape and with small holes to give an optimal mixture and quick result. Also it is very 
rigid during the mixing process. Suitable for larger type mixing cups. 

Benefits of Turbomix™ Paddles XL Paint Stirrer:
• Suitable for larger type mixing cups
• Perfect consistency and pigment blend
• Extra strong

Packaging information

200 pieces per dispenserbox

Technical information

•  Measurements: 30 x 3 cm

Article number: 9520200

Description: Turbomix™ Paddles XL

EAN: 8714247031636
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Pro Planet Proof
The products of Pro Planet Proof* are provided with a QA-CER certificate. This 
certificate was obtained through audits conducted both internally and externally. 
The QA-CER certificate shows that this product contains 100% recycled 
materials. The Turbomix™ Paddles XL are made of 100% recycled polypropylene; 
this is a post-industrial, recycled raw material. PIR is a raw material made from 
the waste that is created within the industry. 

The waste is collected and sorted by type. The sorted varieties are then shredded 
into granules; these granules are used in the 100% recycled materials of our 
Turbomix™ Paddles XL . Besides the product itself the box is also made from 
recycled cardb oard and is 100% recyclable up to 26 times. The Pro Planet Proof 
boxes are flexo printed with water-based ink, which makes the print also more 
sustainable than regular prints. 

*Pro Planet Proof. The word mark ‘PRO PLANET PROOF’ is used by EMM 
within its Colad and Hamach brands and has no relationship whatsoever with the 
quality label ‘On the way to PlanetProof’ registered by SMK.

Frequently Asked Questions

 >  Where can I use this product for?
 The Colad Turbomix™ paddles are designed in and S-Shape and with small holes to give an optimal mixture and quick 
result. Also it is very rigid during the mixing process. Suitable for larger type mixing cups. 

 >  Where is this product made of?
 Turbomix™ Paddles XL Paint stirrer are made from recycled synthetic material. 

Related products

9400120 9410120

Mixing Cups 1400ml Mixing Cups 2300ml

Disclaimer 
It is the responsibility of the user to read, understand and apply the information contained in this data sheet. Products are for professional use only. 
Necessary protective equipment and clothing should be worn. Repairs should always be done in accordance with OEM guidelines and regulations. All 
information is for the user`s consideration, investigation and verification. The specific use, application and conditions of use are beyond the control of EMM 
International BV. It is the responsibility of the user to determine the suitability of the product for the user`s specific application.

EMM International BV Bohemenstraat 19, 8028SB Zwolle, The Netherlands +31(0)38 467 66 00   E sales@colad.com www.colad.com


